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2017 November New SK0-004 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new SK0-004
Questions:1.|2017 New SK0-004 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 389Q&As Download:
https://www.braindump2go.com/sk0-004.html2.|2017 New SK0-004 Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNUnJPWUVGcEVLREk?usp=sharing QUESTION 71A server technician is
tasked to replace a RAID controller battery on a server. The server technician has no prior experience replacing a RAID controller
battery. Which of the following should the server technician do to obtain the required knowledge or procedures to replace the
battery?A. Review software specificationsB. Review architecture diagramsC. Review service manualsD. Review service
logsAnswer: CQUESTION 72In a Windows environment, a user is able to access the network folder and open items, but is not able
to delete anything. Which of the following folder permissions does the user require?A. ExecuteB. ReadC. WriteD.
ModifyAnswer: DQUESTION 73A system technician is tasked with destroying several hard drives that contain PII. Which of the
following would be the BEST method for disposing of the drives?A. Shred the hard drives.B. Complete a hard wipe.C.
Perform a soft wipe.D. Delete the partition table.Answer: AQUESTION 74A technician needs to install six blade servers. Which
of the following MUST a technician install along with the blades?A. Blade rail kitsB. Blade shelvesC. Blade enclosureD.
Blade stationAnswer: CQUESTION 75A server repeatedly crashes with a BSOD when running an application that uses a high
amount of system resources. Which of the following hardware components MOST likely needs to be checked by a technician?A.
MemoryB. Hard driveC. RAID controllerD. CPUAnswer: AQUESTION 76In authentication, which of the following
represents something you have?A. PasswordB. FingerprintC. TokenD. PINAnswer: CQUESTION 77A technician
troubleshooting a mail server determines that the server is low on available hard drive space and needs an additional hard drive
installed. The server will need to be offline for the hardware installation. Which of the following troubleshooting steps should the
technician do NEXT?A. Notify impacted users of the scheduled maintenance.B. Implement one change at a time.C. Collect
additional information.D. Document findings, actions, and outcomes.Answer: AQUESTION 78In a PKI, which of the following
represents the top level of a certificate authority?A. Root CAB. Intermediate CAC. Subordinate CAD. Delegated CAAnswer:
AQUESTION 79A server has a faulty hard drive, and the administrator needs to replace the hard drive while it is running. The
server needs to support which of the following drives?A. Hot swappableB. Hot spareC. SASD. USBE. FirewireAnswer:
AQUESTION 80After successfully authenticating to a remote server, a server administrator is presented with an interactive
command line with no graphical interface. Which of the following protocols did the administrator MOST likely use to securely
connect to the remote server?A. SSHB. BashC. TelnetD. FTPAnswer: A!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2017 New SK0-004 Exam
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